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Chairman’s Welcome
Summer Edition
Flaming June is here, after the sunniest
Spring ever recorded in England we at the
ELA are still here keeping busy.
The rules for the Coronavirus lockdown are
relaxing slowly. Myself, I have been
distancing as far as possible (even with
tenants queries) and my daughter-in-law
getting my weekly groceries. Needing
exercise I decided on 31st May to have a long walk in ‘Skeleton Country’ - the
signposts in that area of North Suffolk around the Ilketshall Saints villages were
taken down in the last War rumour was and still is a person got lost on a foggy
November day and in the Spring a skeleton was found in the form of a thicket so I
don’t trust the satnav there now as one can get lost. I had a lovely 9 mile walk
only seeing two other souls.
We should have had our AGM and Expo on the 1st May 2020 at the Wensum
Valley Hotel. Who would have thought 12 months ago that a tiny virus, a few
microns in size, would have shut down and partially paralysed the UK and the
rest of the world? I have missed meeting many of our members, and the various
stands that are normally at our Expo.
Many businesses have adapted to the lockdown. With the minimum of
disturbance, our office staff are isolating and working from home. The office
phone number and email addresses were diverted seamlessly. I am proud at how
our three staff have coped. We are here to help and serve you, our members.
Many members have had tenants who are out of work or furloughed thinking
they could have a 3-month rent holiday without having to address the arrears
later. We have had numerous calls about this problem.
Carol Craven retired a year ago. Her replacement, Paul Scott, has settled in well,
ably helping our Office Manager Angie Gill and Andy Fretwell. To promote the
ELA and to liaise with councils and statutory bodies we have appointed a Chief
Liaison Officer (CLO), Brett Ashby. He is a long-standing member of the ELA. He
has been lobbying, on behalf of ELA members. He is researching attitudes to
Accreditation with a view to stopping further Selective Licensing schemes like the
one enforced in Nelson Ward, Great Yarmouth. We need clear guidance not
draconian legislation.
A mini Expo, near Colchester, was cancelled in March. Hopefully, it can take
place in the Autumn or next Spring, as well as other meetings, workshops, and
events.

Charles Clarke, Chairman
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NEWS ITEMS
Update on Tenant Fees Act for
deposits taken

The Tenant Fees Act came into force on
1st June 2019 initially covering new and
renewed tenancies. As from 1st June
2020 it applies to all existing tenancies
regardless of when the tenancy
commenced. The Act applied to new
tenancies from 1 June 2019 so has now
been in operation for a year, but this
fundamental change means that all
landlords and letting agents will need to
be familiar with the requirements of the
Act. Any term in a tenancy agreement
requiring a tenant to pay fees which are
not permitted under the Act shall
become prohibited and shall no longer
be enforceable. Should the tenant, in
error, be asked to make such a payment,
this should be returned within 28 days.

Universal Credit: New system
allows landlords to request
direct rent payments

A new online system to allow rent
payments, from tenants in receipt of
Universal Credit, to be paid directly to
private landlords has been launched by
the Department for Work and Pensions
(DWP).
The new system for arranging these
Alternative Payment Arrangements
replaces the two existing UC47 forms
cutting the processing time down from
in excess of three weeks to just two
hours in some cases.
For those struggling to manage their
finances, it should provide a much
simpler route for tenants and landlords
to request that the housing element of
Universal Credit is paid directly to their
6
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landlord.
The old paper forms, which required
landlords to fill out, scan and email or
post back, were not only time
consuming but also took weeks process,
sometimes getting lost along the way
with rent arrears simultaneously
mounting up.
The link to the Government website for
requesting direct payments is :https://
directpayment.universalcredit.service.gov.uk/

Calls for Housing Benefit to
cover rents

MPs on Parliament’s Housing,
Communities and Local Government
committee have called for greater
financial support to be provided to all
tenants during the COVID-19 outbreak.
The committee wants the Local Housing
Allowance to be set at a rate that reflects
real market rents, which is something
landlords have long been calling for.
Research carried out shows that the vast
majority of landlords approached for
help by tenants struggling as a result of
coronavirus are responding positively.
The benefits system should continue to
ensure tenancies can be sustained they
should cover rents which would be by
far best option for tenants and landlords
alike. Government needs to ensure that
landlords and tenants seek first to reach
a mutually agreeable solution where rent
arrears have built up as a result of
coronavirus.

The longer-term
impact of payment
holidays on the
mortgage market
As lockdown slowly eases and the
housing market springs back to life,
we are seeing people face even more
choices. Many of these will revolve
around their finances, and another
option to throw into the mix is the
recent extension of the mortgage
payment holiday.
The introduction of this Government
initiative was a highly positive one,
and it has served to help struggling
homeowners, tenants and landlords
across the UK. The latest figures from
UK Finance outlined that one in six
mortgages are now covered by a
payment holiday, with more than 1.82
million mortgage borrowers having
been granted a payment holiday by
lenders. The trade body also reported
that lenders have welcomed the
Financial Conduct Authority’s draft
guidance consultation and the
Prudential Regulation Authority’s
related publication on continued
support for borrowers via mortgage
payment holidays.
Following news of this extension, the
Building Societies Association (BSA)
published some consumer research to
outline perceptions around this form of
support. This found that mortgage
holidays have helped people in these
tough times, with 93% of homeowners
saying that it has been fairly or very
helpful and just 6% saying that it has
not been helpful. However, among
landlords, 75% have found the
payment holiday helpful but 21% said
it has not been helpful.

Most borrowers (68%) were reported
to be fairly or very confident that they
will be able to meet their mortgage
payments once their payment holiday
ends. However, more than a quarter
(27%) are not confident they will be
able to pay. The BSA said that lenders
will target tailored support for these
people in particular, to ensure they get
the help they need. Landlords seem to
be less certain than homeowners with
34% not very or not at all confident
that they will be able to pay. These
results indicate that the preferred
repayment method for most is to repay
over the remainder of their mortgage
term with 53% of homeowners and
32% of landlords favouring this
approach.
As outlined, this has proved a vital
lifeline for those who have taken a
financial hit as a result of the recent
pandemic. Although it’s inevitable that
this will have a longer-term impact on
some borrowers, landlords, lenders
and the general mortgage market.
All lenders, large and small, have been
asked to make difficult decisions
across many aspects of their business.
How lenders view these loans and
their interpretation of them also needs
to be considered.
Despite official credit ratings not being
directly affected from mortgage
payment holidays, it remains to be
seen if the uptake of these will impact
any future borrowing. For example, if
landlords are trying to finance a new
purchase at the same time as being on
a mortgage payment holiday then
lenders may take this into account and
could take the decision to reject new
applications during this period.
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The Electrical Safety
Standards in the Private
Rented Sector (England)
Regulations 2020
What the Regulations say:
Landlords in the Private Rented Sector
(PRS) must ensure every electrical
installation in their residential premises
is inspected and tested at intervals of
no more than 5 years by a qualified
and competent person. This is the
Electrical Installation Condition
Report (EICR)
These Regulations apply in England to
- all new and renewed tenancies from
1st July 2020; and all existing
tenancies from 1st April 2021.
The tenancies included and affected
are all residential tenancies except
those where there is a resident landlord
(lodger agreement) and long leases
where the fixed term is more than 7
years. So Assured, Regulated tenancies
are included as well as Assured
Shorthold.
Following the inspection and testing, a
private landlord must obtain the EICR
from the person conducting that
inspection and test, which gives the
results of the inspection and test and
the date of the next inspection. Give a
copy of that report to each tenant of the
residential premises within 28 days of
the inspection and test. Also, supply a
copy of that report to the local housing
authority within 7 days of receiving a
request in writing for it from that
authority. Finally, retain a copy of that
report until the next inspection and test
is due and supply a copy to the person
carrying out the next inspection and
test.

8
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Does my electrical installation need
to comply with the 18th edition of
the Wiring Regulations?
No- not if it is still deemed to be safe.
The 18th edition of the Wiring
Regulations states: “Existing
installations that have been installed in
accordance with earlier editions of the
Regulations may not comply with this
edition in every respect. This does not
necessarily mean that they are unsafe
for continued use or require
upgrading”. An electrical installation is
deemed to comply with the
Regulations if it has a Satisfactory
report and often refer to aspects of the
electrical installation which are still
safe and compliant but do not meet the
latest edition of the Wiring
Regulations.
If an electrical report is not given to
a tenant before they move in (or
within 28 days of a renewal of a
report) does it prevent a Section 21
notice from be served?
No, this won’t be the case under these
Regulations.
If my property already has a
satisfactory Electrical Installation
Safety Report which is less than 5
years old, do I have to get another
one done to the 18th edition of the
Wiring Regulations Standard?
Not necessarily. You should review
your report to see what was
recommended on it and consider how
your property has been let since it was
carried out. If big differences to the
property have occurred, e.g. high
turnover of tenants, DIY work found,
flood damage, then it would be prudent
to get another electrical safety report
done. If no changes have been made,
then your report will remain valid until
the next inspection date specified.

Accreditation schemes

legislation or local housing strategies
• access to grants and loans to
renovate properties to relevant
standards set by the scheme
Local Authorities are increasingly
• advice on how to tackle anti-social
taking a strategic approach to the
behavior
housing needs of their community.
They recognise the important role of the • access to rent deposit or rent
private rented sector in providing
guarantee schemes operated by the
accommodation for a diverse range of
council
households. As part of this approach,
many local authorities are seeking to
Accreditation schemes provide a range
work with residential landlords and
of benefits to local communities. It is in
involve them in decisions that affect
everyone’s interests if housing is well
them. This is being done in a number of managed and kept in good condition. A
ways. For example, by offering
successful accreditation scheme can
landlords information that helps them to help to increase the supply of good
manage their properties, by arranging
quality accommodation, to the benefit to
meetings or forums where landlords can existing tenants and potential tenants
exchange views with local authority
who may not have considered renting
officers and, increasingly, by setting up privately in the past.
voluntary accreditation schemes that
Most schemes are run by local
recognise and reward landlords who
authorities, and some schemes are run
manage their properties to a good
by organisations with an interest in
standard.
housing provision. For example, some
years ago the Greater Norwich
The person managing the property
Accreditation Scheme was funded
would be accredited or maybe the
jointly by Norwich City, Broadland and
property itself. However, most schemes South Norfolk councils with Eastern
combine both with a set of standards
Landlords Association administering the
relating to the management and physical scheme. A website for the scheme was
condition of privately rented
created and information was available
accommodation. Once accredited,
on standards the landlord and properties
access to information and advice,
were required to meet, however, some
advertising of accredited properties and other accreditation schemes may differ
grant aid with costs of building work or slightly from these standards set. An
improvements are available. Other
alternative approach distinguishing
incentives to join may include:
between a minimum or basic standard
and higher levels of provision could be
• a liaison officer who can help
implemented. This enables those
landlords to deal with any
landlords who do not wish to (or cannot)
department of the local authority
achieve more than a basic standard, to
• an improved relationship with
remain in the scheme on the terms to
housing benefit departments
• information on housing management which they first agreed. But it also gives
recognition to those seeking to provide
and access to training and
better standards and enable potential
development opportunities
tenants to make a judgement on choice.
• consultation on proposals that may
affect landlords, such as changes to
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it is less attractive to a potential
investor, as it appears a greater risk.
Good news came on 13th May, when the
government allowed the housing market
to re-open, and from the following
How the Mortgage Market is fairing Monday, we started to see valuation
in the COVID-19 storm?
appointments being carried out again.
They have some restrictions, typically
Lots of lenders initially reduced their
the property must be empty, with open
loan to values, removed products and
windows and all surfaces wiped clean.
some totally withdrew from the
If the property is not empty, then,
marketplace altogether. This has
presence of the landlord, or the
caused lots of issues with applications, managing agent is needed, to assist with
lots more work for the mortgage
the tenants. So, valuations are back, but
brokers and obviously a very
different. And, if we can take some
concerning time, for all individuals
good news from this; lenders are
making applications.
expected to retain the AVMs and Desk
top valuation model going forward.
Valuations
This has already been happening in the
There is a bottle neck of business sitting residential mortgage market for several
waiting for physical valuations. Some years.
lenders have managed to implement
AVMs or Desktop Valuations. But this The Property Value, after lockdown
has its restraints, as there is the need for During the lockdown, some 373,000
physical valuations on more interesting property purchases were put on hold
properties, such as Flats, HMOs, Semi- according to Zoopla House Price Index,
Commercial and Commercial
valued at £82 billion. Now, while most
properties. Additionally, where works expect to complete, there are some
have been completed without the
which have lost their buyers, maybe
physical valuation, and the additional
they were in a chain and will need to
value is not typically being credited to
find new buyers. There are also some
the value. So, even if the property is
buyers who have agreed the price, but
simply a house at the higher loan to
are now offering less than the price
value, then the lenders typically want a agreed before exchange of contracts, so
physical valuation to be completed.
the sellers pull out.
Currently, some lenders cannot accept
valuations via AVMs or Desktop, due to We will not know how much the
the way they are funded. If it is a UK
property market value has been
bank then it might be fine, but where
affected, until, the Surveyors can
the Mortgage Lender is a non-bank
evidence sold comparables. And until
lender who securitise their funding, then that happens, I expect they will down
it becomes an issue. As, quite often,
value properties, just to be on the safe
this market comes from the US, where side. As I am sure most landlords
their laws state that every mortgage on a already have experience that Surveyors
property must have a valuation. So, if
are cautious, knowing they can be sued
you remove the US money from the
by the lender, if they get it wrong. I am
potential funding of the mortgage book, also seeing LTVs being restricted, if the
Surveyor indicates material valuation
10
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uncertainty in a report.
After a little boom in January &
February, then the European
relationship becoming settled and then,
the effects of Covid-19; Zoopla
estimates a 50% drop in house sales.
While Knight Frank currently puts the
drop in house sales figure at 38%.
However, they forecast the UK
mainstream house price index will fall
by 3% in 2020. They even predict in
2021 an 8% increase in Prime Central
London property prices, which have
been in decline for the last 5 years.
Mortgage Payment Holidays.
Contrary to what is being said, they do
affect your new mortgage. With some
lenders being seen to cancel new
applications, after a previous payment
holiday request with that same lender. I
have also seen other lenders put new
applications on hold, until you are out
of the payment holiday. Precise & Kent
Reliance, (who have now merged), have
had 27% of their mortgagee’s request
payment holidays; which has had a
massive impact on their resources and
cashflow.
Take a payment holiday if you need it,
but do consider the possibility of an
adverse effect, on any new mortgage
applications.
Mortgage Lenders
Some have handled the work from
home better than others and they all,
have taken longer to process business. It
can take days for lenders to come back
to basic enquiries, which has made the
brokers job a lot more demanding &
frustrating. However, after a number of
months, the lenders are now managing
this process much better and are
returning to the mortgage market.

Mortgage Products
Due to the uncertainty, loan to values
for Buy to Let’s have been reduced to
75% and I suspect it will take a few
months before these increase to 80% or
85% loan to value. However, I am still
doing deals with HSBC on 90% loan to
value for residential mortgages and
most other residential lenders are at
85% LTV.
The market is not very competitive, and
strangely, when house prices fall,
interest rates rise. But, despite the
lenders being very well capitalised this
time, they do not want the business,
because it’s harder for them to process
logistically, while working from home.
But now the Surveyors are going out
again, and processing issues are being
resolved while working from home, and
the lenders are turning the taps back on.
Although I do suspect it will be towards
the end of June, before they start to
become near as competitive, as pre
Covid-19 lock down.
Lots of lenders have also stopped
lending on HMOs and Student Lets in
particular. Student numbers are
expected to fall, with the London
Economics for University and College
Union, expecting a drop of 47% in
International students. Although, I
suspect this is an interim figure. After
all, if your children were going off to
Uni, would you want them to live in
large Halls of Residence, among
hundreds of people? Or, to live in a
house with 6 people?

Vincent Burch
Vincent Burch Mortgage
Services, 01603 340 644
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Landlords, Coronavirus
Act and Tenancies

Article author—Chris Fielding
from Fosters Solicitors
The Coronavirus Act 2020 (CVA 2020)
came into force on 26.03.20 as an
emergency piece of legislation that
realistically we could never have
imagined, but these are unique,
challenging times that are at odds with
the regime we have been accustomed to.

•

claims); and
all associated proceedings to
enforce an order for possession
by a warrant or writ of
possession (i.e. an eviction).

PD 51Z was updated with effect from
18.04.20 so that a stay will not apply to
proceedings against trespassers or
applications for directions if the parties
are in agreement.
The principal change in the landscape is
quite simply that the notices periods we
specify to residential tenants ahead of
eviction,
i.e.
before
possession
proceedings can be commenced, are
extended to 3 months (from what has
usually been 14 days or 2 months,
depending on the grounds for claiming
possession).

The CVA 2020 sets out a new,
temporary regime for the following Bearing in mind many landlords have
come to rely heavily on the what was
aspects of Landlord and Tenant law:
previously a 14-day notice period for a
•
Recovery of possession of mandatory possession order (having
residential premises let under served a valid section 8 notice under HA
assured and assured shorthold 1988), this inevitably has a huge impact
tenancies under the Housing Act with some tenants choosing not to pay
rent. Section 21 notice periods for
1988 (HA 1988);
landlords have similarly been stretched
•
forfeiture of commercial leases
from 2 months to 3.
for non-payment of rent; and
•
opposition to the renewal of Landlords also need to be aware that this
commercial leases associated extension to 3 months for notices served
with non-payment of rent
under section 8 or section 21, can in
theory be extended again and again
We have also now been introduced to a under the CVA 2020, by periods of up
new Practice Direction, PD 51Z (PD to 6 months at a time. Commercial
51Z) constituting part of the civil reality must kick in at some point
procedure rules (CPR) and which came however such that if life under
into force on 27.03.20. In essence it has lockdown continues to improve as we
meant that for a period of 90 days are now seeing, and the ease on
commencing on that date, the following restrictions picks up the pace, notice
litigation is stayed:
periods beyond the initial extension to 3
months should no longer apply.
•
All possession proceedings under
CPR Part 55 (i.e. possession
12
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Crucially, these provisions are not
retrospective, so in theory, landlords
should still be able to rely on a valid
section 8 or section 21 notice served
before 26.03.20 (and by now the notice
period must have expired).

only time will tell on that front).
During the relevant period, the following
represent just some of the restrictions
come into play for may commercial
tenancy arrangements:

The restrictions do not appear to apply to •
possession claims brought against:
•
•

Trespassers; or
•
Licencees / common law tenants
who remain in possession after
occupation arrangements have
been lawfully terminated in the
usual way.
•

The CVA 2020 of course has to be
considered in light of PD 51Z which
came into force on 27.03.20 and dictates
that most possession proceedings and
indeed their associated evictions
(brought under CPR Part 55) are stayed
(that is to say put on hold in legal sense)
for a period of 90 days, so until 25th
June 2020. At the time of this
magazine’s completion this has been
extended to 23rd August 2020. Again,
PD 51Z expressly provides that claims
against trespassers and claims for
injunctive relief fall outside its scope.

Rights of re-entry / forfeiture for
non-payment
of
rent
are
unenforceable;
landlords are not to be regarded
as waiving a right of re-entry or
forfeiture for non-payment of
rent, unless they give an express
waiver in writing;
recovering possession where
proceedings have commenced
must take into account the
relevant period – so many
landlords of commercial premises
cannot
expect
to
recover
possession until after 30.06.20 at
the earliest (for now);

It seems likely business tenants will still
be deemed to be in business occupation
even where it not possible to occupy for
now, provided tenants communicate to
landlords an intention to re-occupy
commercial premises as soon possible.

Under section 82(12) of the CVA 2020,
rent includes any sum a tenant is liable
to pay under a relevant business tenancy.
This therefore probably includes basic
rent and any other payments that must be
made under the lease such as a service
Section 82 of the CVA 2020 contains charges or contributions towards
provisions that operate to protect building insurance costs.
commercial tenancies by restricting a
landlord's ability to forfeit a lease during
the relevant period, that is to say at this
unprecedented time when businesses Continued on page 14
might not be able to pay out. The
relevant period currently ends on
30.06.20, but there is scope in the
legislation to extend it if necessary (and
The CVA 2020 does not prevent
landlords from pursuing other claims,
such as debt claims in respect of the nonpayment of rent.
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There is no requirement that a tenant's
failure to pay sums result from COVID19, and accordingly, the restrictions on
forfeiture during for now apply
irrespective of the reasons for nonpayment.

If you are left with no option but bring
proceedings once the stay lifts, be aware
that the courts, rather like the rest of the
world, have been struggling to cope in
this new society where technology
reigns, so expects delay, think about
being towards the front of the queue and
Whilst obviously none of the above keep planning all the while for a few
strikes a positive note in any shape or leaner days yet.
form, it’s important to be aware of these
temporary changes.
Try to establish an open, productive
dialogue with tenants. Reach deals and
be creative. Speak to your lenders about
mortgage breaks. Find a way through this
that works for you. It’s not forever and
hopefully you too feel that things are
getting better already.

14
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MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION FORM
I, the undersigned, hereby apply for membership of the Company and agree to the
Guiding Principles. I understand that Memorandum & Articles of Association are
available upon request but agree to an obligation contained in clause 7 of the
Memorandum of the Company to contribute up to a maximum sum of £10 to the
Company’s assets in the event of the Company being wound up. I also understand that
some of the information given on this application form will be held on a computerised
database in accordance with the Company’s notification under the 1998 Data
Protection Act.

Membership Fee £70
Please complete this application form and return it to :
1 Sprowston Road, Norwich NR3 4QL or email to info@easternlandlords.org.uk
If there is insufficient room to answer any question fully, please continue on a
separate sheet.
Please note that membership applications are usually processed in the office
within a few days, with final acceptance from the Executive Committee who meet
regularly.

FULL NAME: ……………………………………………………………... Mr / Mrs / Miss / Ms

OCCUPATION:

Landlord ❑

Agent ❑

Other (please specify):

SIGNATURE: …………………………………………...

Date: ………………………………...

HOME TELEPHONE NO: ………………………. MOBILE TEL NO: ……………………………….
BUSINESS TEL. NO: …………………………………….
EMAIL ADDRESS: ………………………………………………………………………………………...
POSTAL ADDRESS: ……………………………………………………………………………………...
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………...
POSTCODE: …………………………………………….
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IF TRADING AS A COMPANY / LIMITED COMPANY / PARTNERSHIP:
COMPANY NAME:

………………………………………………………………………………..

ADDRESS: (if different from above) ……………………………………………………………...
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………..
POSTCODE:

……………………………...

REGISTERED NO (IF LIMITED) ……………….

HOW DID YOU HEAR OF THE ASSOCIATION?

NEWSPAPER/RADIO

❑

COVERSURE INSURANCE ❑
WEBSITE ❑

MEETING/LANDLORD FORUM
DRAYTON INSURANCE ❑

OTHER (please give details)

RECOMMENDED BY

❑

❑

......................................................................................

Number of Properties (optional) ..........................

The ELA being a company limited by guarantee needs to ask whether
any of the persons named overleaf or any of the company directors, if
applicable, have been convicted or charged (but not yet tried) with a
criminal offence (other than motoring) or been declared bankrupt,
insolvent or gone into liquidation.
If the answer is ‘Yes’ to any of the above please tick the box
provide details on a separate sheet.
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❑ and

COMMUNICATION
From time to time we would like to send emails and postal mailings from the
Association such as newsletters, magazines and other relevant items of interest.

If you would like to receive these communications
please tick this box to confirm.
In the areas listed below our members have periodic meetings and at many of
these guest speakers are invited to provide information specific to landlords
Please indicate if any of those areas listed below are convenient:
Bury St Edmunds ❑

North Norfolk

❑

South Norfolk

❑

Great Yarmouth

❑

Norwich

❑

Waveney

❑

Southend

❑

Ipswich/Colchester ❑

King’s Lynn

❑

Eastern Landlords Association does not pass on your personal details to third
parties except our building & liability insurance providers (Coversure Insurance
Services & Drayton Insurance Services).

If you want your details to be passed to them please tick this box to
confirm
❑
Month Landlord Insurance Due......................................................................
We also have a Partnership Agreement with Fosters solicitors.

❑

If you want your details to be passed to them please tick this box

For office use only
Membership Number

……………………….

Paid by cheque

❑

Acceptance letter sent

❑

Paid by Standing Order

❑

Membership card issued

❑

Paid by Credit / Debit Card

❑

Paid by BACS / Banking

❑

Paid by Paypal

❑
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Tenancy deposits and
disputes

Tenancy deposit legislation has been
around for some time now, since April
2007 where deposits must be protected
and registered in one of the schemes - if
the deposit is not protected or Prescribed
Information not served within 30 days of
receipt of the deposit, you could receive
a fine of between one and three times the
value of the deposit and difficulty
enforcing a section 21 notice.
But how does tenancy deposit protection
affect the landlord that does everything
correctly but still has a dispute with their
tenant over how the deposit is
apportioned?
A requirement of the schemes which
protect deposits is that they must offer a
free and impartial adjudication service.
Either party can raise a dispute over the
apportionment of the deposit within three
months of the lawful end of the tenancy.
Nobody wants to have a dispute. As a
landlord there are some key things you
can remember to help make disputes as
painless as possible, or prevent occurring
entirely.

need to make sure that you submit
everything that you want the adjudicator
to see. The adjudication process is not
investigative, so the adjudicator won’t
prompt you for evidence, nor will they
interview you. There will be no house
visits and no physical evidence taken into
account – your case depends solely on
how good your paper based evidence is,
and whether you send it – so make sure
you do!
Always conduct an inventory
It will come as no surprise to you, that
52% of the cases that are adjudicated on
contain a reference to cleaning. It is
crucial therefore that landlords and
agents during the course of letting and
managing a tenancy build-up sufficient
documentary evidence to enable them
win a deposit dispute claim should the
need arise: a good inventory (preferably
done by an independent inventory clerk)
with check-in and check-out reports,
including photos and tenants signature, is
essential.
Further evidence would include estimates
and invoices for repairs and renewals,
cleaning and removal costs, rent
schedules where there are arrears and
statements from third parties /
contractors as in the case above.
Make the most of photos
Photo and video inventories (ideally
produced independently) are useful for
recording the condition of the property at
the start and end of the tenancy and when
done properly will provide a clear record
of the property prior to its occupation.

It’s the tenant’s money
If, as a landlord, you wish to claim it, the
burden of proof is on you to show why
You need to make sure all photographs
you are entitled to it. Therefore reliable
and video evidence is clearly dated and
evidence is essential. If you make a claim signed and agreed by both parties.
with little evidence to support it, it is
unlikely that you will succeed, so you
18
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This is much easier to achieve when an
independent inventory clerk completes
the task.
Always make sure the tenant is given a
copy at Check-in/Check-out stage, and
get a signature to say they agree and
understand all the implications after
viewing and discussing.
The end result of adjudication will
always hinge on the quality of the paper
based documentation presented, so good
quality photo evidence, signed by both
parties will add considerably to the
weight of a landlord’s case.
Preparing a Claim
Preparation for a deposit dispute claim
starts pre-tenancy. If you have not
planned your management process:
agreement wording, quality inventories,
check-ins and check-outs,
communicating to tenants your
expectations, interim inspections if
necessary etc., then your chances of
successfully claiming against a deposit is
difficult.
Putting together a good claim is time
consuming and evidence heavy – the
adjudicator can make a decision only on
the evidence presented in document
form. Furthermore, there is no appeal
once the adjudicator makes a decision.
You cannot challenge an adjudication
decision unless it is via a court of law.
The more evidence you can produce and
the more transparent you are with the
whole process the better your chance of
success.

cost of regards reinstatement.
This can sometimes be an act of good
will and will prevent any chance of
retaliatory action by the tenant – it would
not be the first time a landlord had a
brick through the window of its rental
property because the tenant felt hard
done by losing its deposit.

Have a watertight tenancy agreement
Of course, all of the information you give
will prove fruitless if your tenancy
agreement is worded incorrectly. It
should contain compulsory clauses about
what the deposit can be used for.
It is important that your tenancy
agreement provides for deposits. The
most important reason being that if there
is no clause setting out what deductions
the landlord is entitled to make, they are
not entitled to make ANY deductions.
The deposit money belongs to the tenant
and landlords can only make deductions
where this has been authorised by the
tenant – for example via a clause in a
tenancy agreement signed by the
tenant. Failure to have such a clause or
indeed a tenancy agreement at all is a
common reason why landlords lose at
adjudication.

As a landlord or agent you need to weigh
the costs of putting forward a good claim
against the amount of money involved. If
the one outweighs the other it is
sometimes better to return the deposit to
the tenants and “bite the bullet” for the
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Changes to Capital Gains
Tax Reporting for landlords

Companies
If a landlord holds their properties in a
company and a property is sold then a
return does not need to be made. The new
rules do not apply to properties held in
companies.

Self-Assessment Return
The disposal must be reported on your self
Article authored by Colin Fish,
-assessment tax return, even if a UK land
Partner for Lovewell Blake LLP
return has been submitted.
If capital gains tax has been paid on the
From 6 April 2020, UK residents
submission of a UK land return, this will
disposing of UK residential property or
need to be included on the return to offset
land are required to report the disposal and it against the gain.
pay any capital gains tax (CGT) arising
within 30 days of completion.
Penalties and Interest
The new rules generally apply to all UK
HMRC will impose late filing penalties
property disposals, though there are some where a return is not made within 30 days.
exceptions with the main ones being
The initial penalty is £100, however where
where the disposal is to a spouse/civil
the return is more than 3 months late, a
partner and where the private residence
daily penalty can be applied of £10 per
relief is available in full. There are also
day for 90 days.
some other exceptions.
Late payment penalties can also be
charged where the tax remains unpaid 30
In most cases therefore when a landlord
days after the due date. Broadly, the
sells a property, they will need to report
penalty is 5% of the outstanding tax.
the disposal to the Revenue. It is
There are further penalties if the tax is still
important that this is done as the Revenue unpaid after 6 and 12 months.
are likely to charge penalties if the return
is not made, even if the gain is reported in Covid-19
the normal way on the tax return.
Due to the coronavirus pandemic, HMRC
This is done on a ‘UK Land Return’
have confirmed that no late filing
which can be found at https://
penalties will be issued where a
www.tax.service.gov.uk/capital-gains-tax- transaction occurred prior to 1 July 2020,
uk-property/start/report-pay-capital-gains- providing it is reported before 31 July
tax-uk-property.
2020. Transactions completed from 1 July
2020 will receive a late filing penalty if
You will need a government gateway
they are not reported within 30 calendar
account to complete the return – this can
days.
be set up prior to making the claim. If you Late payment interest will be charged if
have a tax adviser, they can also make the the tax remains unpaid after 30 days.
claim on your behalf.
The return must include a calculation of
the gain, and an estimate of the capital
gains tax due.
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Court case Ratcliffe &
Ratcliffe v Patterson &
Porter 17 March 2020 Interesting defence for a
Section 8 notice served
Those working in the lettings business
will be familiar with the myriad of
technical defences that can be raised by
astute tenants wishing to resist
possession proceedings. Often these
defences relate to defective notices. In a
recent fast track trial, a particularly
novel defective notice defence was
raised by the defendant tenant, based on
s.44 of the Companies Act 2006. That
section provides:
'(1) Under the law of England and Wales
or Northern Ireland a document is
executed by a company—
(a) by the affixing of its common seal, or
(b) by signature in accordance with the
following provisions.
(2) A document is validly executed by a
company if it is signed on behalf of the
company—
(a) by two authorised signatories, or
(b) by a director of the company in the
presence of a witness who attests the
signature.'
The argument the defendant was that the
section 8 notice was defective because it
had been completed by the landlord's
agent, which was a company, but had
only been signed by 1 individual. It was
argued that in light of s.44, the notice
should have been signed by 2 authorised
signatories, or by a director of the
company attested by a witness. This case
does not constitute binding authority.
The defendant's argument proved
unsuccessful. The judge observed that
the prescribed form for section 8 notices
should always be used. That form has
been drafted carefully so that its use will
avoid any disputes as to deficiency of

notices. The prescribed form has only
space for 1 signature. Accordingly, the
judge adopted a purposive construction
of the Companies Act 2006. Noting that
the relevant part of the Companies Act is
headed "Formalities of doing business",
the judge held that the requirements in
s.44 were drafted with the intention of
regulating commercial transactions of
companies which might bind them. The
purpose of section 8 of the Housing Act
1988, by way of contrast, was to inform
tenants of their rights and of the
landlord's intention to take possession –
a “shot across the bows of the
tenant” (per Oliver L.J. in Torridge
District Council v. Jones (1985) 18
H.L.R. 107 when discussing a similar
provision). As the prescribed form
allowed space for only 1 signature, those
completing prescribed forms should not
be encouraged to re-draft carefully
designed forms as they see fit. On that
basis, the judge rejected the defendant's
contention that the notice was defective.
That, in the author's view, is the right
decision, but claimant landlords should
not be complacent about such
arguments. It was said by counsel for the
defendant that there had been a number
of county court decisions where this s.44
defence had succeeded. Whilst the
author's view is that single-signature
section 8 notices are
not defective, landlords may wish to
consider whether to ensure that 2
signatures are used where the agent is a
company, simply for the pragmatic
purpose of avoiding such arguments
arising in the first place.
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Advice for Landlord /
Tenant disputes

When problems arise, such as rent
arrears, damage to the property.

1 - Introducing pets without permission
etc., always contact the tenant quickly
Landlord-tenant disputes are unfortunate and discuss the problem. 2 – Always
but an occupational hazard for all
document these discussions and all
landlords. It’s also unfortunate that many contacts with a follow up letter outlining
tenancies start off really well and over
the details of the problem, how it is to be
time deteriorate into poor relationships
resolved and an agreed timescale for this.
for no particular reason apart from
resentment coming into it, for one reason 2 – In the case of rent arrears send off a
or another. As Robin Williams said in the rent arrears letter (the ELA has template
film Dead Poets Society, “…T’was
letters you can use), a rent schedule and
always thus, and always thus shall be!”
serve notices s21 and s8 (there is
mandatory Ground 8 for possession if the
Relations can get very strained and when tenant is owing more then two months
a certain point is reached, persistent rent rent). Try to assist the tenant in
arrears and late payments, damage to the overcoming the problem short-term by
property, or anti-social behaviour, for
helping with Housing Benefit claims and
example, it is not unreasonable for a
re-scheduling rent payments.
private landlord to start eviction
proceedings. Social landlords can afford 3 – Try to get a reason for non-payment
to be and usually are much more tolerant in writing from the tenant – this goes
of this; private landlords usually can’t
some way towards preventing late or
afford it.
“invented” reasons as a defence against
However, tenants will sometimes bring
eviction if it comes to that at a later date.
up issues in defence against eviction. The However, in practice this discussion is
defence can range from finding technical sometimes not forthcoming and it must
errors in the way the landlord has served be better to discuss rather than ’stick their
notices, or completed court papers, to
heads in the sand.
defects with the property, whether real or
imagined, notified or not.
4 – In the case of repair issues, request
access to the property for inspection and
Under the present system the landlord
if possible have an independent expert (a
can be faced with a defence immediately builder for example) present and help
before or during a court hearing when it’s you compile a report which can be
too late to do anything about it. Claims of compared to your ingoing inventory.
disrepair will usually mean a deferred
Include photos if possible.
trail date, sometimes 6 months hence,
with a request for expert reports on the
5 – In the case of condensation, evidence
conditions. The up-shot is a long and
from previous tenants can be crucial. If
expensive legal process is in train where they had a good experience, try to get
the loser pays all costs.
documentary evidence from them. Think
about a leaving questionnaire for all
tenants.
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6 – Inexpensive Temperature, Relative
Humidity and Dew Points meters are
now available which means landlords
can quickly check room conditions and
provide evidence of this.
7 – Taking meter readings can be useful
to determine the amount of energy the
tenant has consumed since they entered.
A quick calculation can provide
evidence of the average weekly
consumption and therefore the heating
applied.
8 – Request access to carry out
necessary repairs and get them
completed as soon as possible.

Fosters Solicitors Legal
Surgery future dates

Due to the current situation these
appointments are being held over the
telephone. 15 minute appointments
starting from 4pm can be booked via the
ELA office. The future dates are :
29th July 2020
30th September 2020
28th October 2020
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Landlords must be wary
of water bills liability
We have occasionally received
queries from landlords as to
responsibility of water bills and
the properties occupier(s).
The Flood and Management Act
2010 received Royal Assent back
on 8 April 2010. Section 45 of the
Flood and Management Act
amends the Water Industry Act,
inserting a new section 144c
regarding the liability of payment
for water and sewage charges.
Section 45 applies to residential
premises that are occupied by
someone other than the owner.
Rented houses generally including
houses in multiple occupation, fall
within this provision. Section 45
states that the owner (e.g. the
landlord) must arrange for the
water company to be given
information about the occupier
(i.e. the tenant). If the landlord
fails to provide this information
and the tenant fails to pay his bill,
the tenants' liability for the
charges becomes shared jointly
and severally with the landlord.
This new provision therefore
allows the water company to seek
payment from the tenants,
landlord or both.
However a Government
consultation was undertaken in
24
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2012 and provisions commenced
from 1st January 2015 stating a
landlord is required to provide
information to their Water
company if both of the following
apply:
• they own a residential property
occupied by the tenant
water is supplied to the property
by Welsh Water or Dee Valley
Water (properties supplied by
these companies are subject to
these rules whether they are in
Wales, or in England).
The information a landlord needs
to provide is:
• the full names of all the
tenants (this does not include
children) and, if you have been
given the information, their dates
of birth
the date they all became occupiers
of the property if the date was
after 1 January 2015.
Elsewhere this is voluntary but
would be good practice to supply
details of their tenants details to
Water Companies. A landlord
should :
• Make sure that their letting
agreement has a clause stating that
water bills are the responsibility of
the occupier of the property.
Ensure that any letting agent
employed by them provide the
required information (as far as
possible) to the water company
concerned.

Will landlords be in breach of
the Data Protection Act 1998?
The Data Protection Act 1998
will not prevent a landlord from
releasing personal information
where they have a legal
obligation to do so.
Landlords should tell individuals
when they first agree to the
tenancy that their details may be
passed on to any respective
utility company if they fail to
make payments. A landlord has a
legitimate interest in making sure
that utility charges are directed to
those responsible.
In general, landlords should
always make clear to tenants
when they sign the tenancy and
when and how their information
will be given out.
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Welcome to our Directory Page
This is for individuals and small businesses to advertise at a price of £50 for 4 issues (covering 12
months). For details of advertising on this directory page contact the office on (01603) 767101 or email
us to info@easternlandlords.org.uk
Accountancy Services
CHARLES DOWDING ACIS
Accountancy Services for small/medium
businesses. Accounts and Tax for Landlords and
Sole Traders. Book keeping service.
Please ring Charles Dowding (01603) 462370 for
discussion without obligation or email
dowding@alcoruk.com

LOVEWELL BLAKE LLP
In supporting over 10,000 business and personal
clients, we know that each and every one is
different. It’s because of this that our support is
tailor-made to suit our clients’ needs. From
accounts, tax and all the things you’d expect, to
strategy development and all the things you
wouldn’t.
Tel: 01603 663300
www.lovewell-blake.co.uk

Carpet and Upholstery Cleaning
Carpet upholstery and hard floor cleaning using
extraction or low moisture methods. Other services
available End of Tenancy Cleaning, Odour
removal, Ozone sanitisation, Insecticide treatment,
Stain protection.
Call Crystal Clean 01379 678806 07984 648296

Electrician
T.D ELECTRICAL, TONY DOWNING
Domestic elec periodic inspection specialist. All
remedial repairs undertaken. Tel 07749 461237
downingantony@yahoo.co.uk
BALDOCK ELECTRICAL
Jack Baldock tel 07432 036779
Local electrician covered by NAPIT and Electric
Safe. All electrical work including PAT testing,
light fittings, garden lighting to complete rewire
and new builds. Norfolk & Suffolk
Insurance Services
COVERSURE INSURANCE SERVICES
Providing insurance packages for all types of
Residential and Commercial property owners.
Call 0800 988 7133
www.coversure4landlords.co.uk
DRAYTON INSURANCE SERVICES
Providing insurance packages for all types of
Residential and Commercial property owners.
Call (01603) 262610
www.draytoninsuranceservices.co.uk

Mortgage Advisors
Professional Carpet and Upholstery cleaners
covering Norfolk.
NCCA trained and insured using the latest
powerful extraction machines which guarantee
exceptional cleaning results.
We offer carpet and upholstery cleaning, mattress
cleaning and stain and odour removal. We can also
undertake End of Tenancy cleaning.
Please contact FoxcleanUK on 01603 395301 or
07725336589
Email: hello@foxcleanuk.co.uk
Website: www.foxcleanuk.co.uk
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INDEPENDENT MORTGAGE ADVICE AT
MORTGAGE ADVICE BUREAU
Great Yarmouth Office – Stephen Alger – 01493
844855
Great Yarmouth Office – Stephen Robinson –
01493 856561
Lowestoft Office – Jackie Pretswell – 01502
565432
Norwich Office – Oliver Dack - 07810 552850
stephena@mab.org.uk or
ww.mortgageadvicebureau.com/aldreds

Energy Efficiency & EPCs
“LANDLORDS” NEED AN EPC?
Gt Yarmouth/Lowestoft areas
For a professional local service call Julian Canham
DEA at Hopton EPCs on 07887 991456
hoptonepc@gmail.com
EPC's for Domestic or Commercial properties,
covering Norfolk & North Suffolk for Domestic,
Norfolk, Suffolk & Cambridgeshire for
Commercial,
Contact Tim Easton DipDEA DipNDEA, at Easton
Energy Surveyors on 07769 260509

email: e@ston.biz
web: www.epcnorfolk.co.uk

Heating & Plumbing Services

Insulation & Renewables
ARAN SERVICES LTD
Energy Efficiency Solutions
Loft Insulation, Cavity Wall Insulation, Solid Wall
Insulation, Gas and Oil Heating.
Minimum Energy Efficiency Standards
Assessments (MEES)
Energy Performance Certificates (EPC)
Grant Funding
Tel: (01284) 812520
info@aranservices.co.uk
www.aranservices.co.uk

Insulation Specialists
Residential – Commercial - New
Build. Cavity Wall, Loft Insulation

ECO Grant Funding available.
Specialist MEES reports produced to assist
LANDLORD GAS SAFETY Landlords/Letting agents
In meeting the Minimum Energy Efficiency
CHECK & CP12 CERT.
Standards.
FIXED PRICE. EXPRESS SERVICE.
Bury, Colchester, Ipswich & surrounding areas. Bespoke System used to Identify worst Performing
Our CP12 Gas Safety Check & Certificate is fixed Properties assisting
Local Authorities, Housing Associations,
price, covers unlimited appliances & includes a
Managing Agents
boiler service.
Letting Agents and Freeholders.
CALL FREE 0800 43 46 494
Covering All Of England and Wales.
Email: andrew@ukboilercare.co.uk Visit:
Local Office - IPSWICH – 01449 777177 or 01473
www.ukboilercare.co.uk
550438
info@installersuk.com
www.installersuk.com
NORWICH GAS tel 07908 290919
Local Company offering good rates for Landlords
Safety Certificates. Appliance services, cookers,
fires and boilers also installation of gas fires,
boilers and cookers.
Scaffolding Services
Email: paulmcdonagh1981@hotmail.com
All your scaffolding
requirements domestic or
ELECTRICAL PLUMBING HEATING
commercial, big or small. Free
SERVICES
estimates, professional service &
Gas Safe registered for your heating and plumbing
excellent reputation – references
needs including Landlords gas safety inspections/
available.
certification. Tel: 0845 389 1689
36 Bridge Road NR32 3LR 01502 589280
Director SJ Lewis 07917579359
www.areascaffoldingltd.co.uk
R P HEATING family run business
info@areascaffoldingltd.com
call 07979 725868 (01603) 758267
Landlords Gas Safety inspections and certification
plus repairs. Installation of all gas appliances,
boilers, gas fires, cookers. Plumbing work
undertaken and installation replacements. High
quality service with 25 years experience in the
trade.
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Inventory and periodic tenancy inspections
Total Inventory and Property Solutions
Covering the whole of Norfolk and Suffolk.
An independent, comprehensive and professional
service carrying out accurate inventories, checkin, check-out and interim reports. Full company
Insurance. 20% off of your first three bookings.
Contact:
rachael@totalinventoryandpropertysolutions.co.u
k
Tel : 07879 410368

P.J.S Property Management.
• Experienced landlord & Independent
lettings Agent.

• Dedicated to landlords who are looking
for complete peace of mind.

• Competitive rates much lower than the
leading agents covering all of Norfolk.

Call. 07833449005
Email.pjspropertymanagement09@gmail.co
m

Let Us Let You ®

Covering South Norfolk & North Suffolk
Inventories, Check Outs & Property
Inspections—Detailed Reports with
supporting photographs
info@letusletyou.co.uk or 01502 573177

Legionella Risk Assessments

Legionella Risk Assessments- Commercial
or Domestic, quick, efficient,
competitive and professional service .
Julian Canham - hoptonepc@gmail.com07887991456 - www.hoptonepc.co.uk
Liberator Inventory Services
Protecting landlords property investments in
Norfolk and North Suffolk
Professional reports for inventories, check
ins, check outs and property visits with free
advice on damage limitation with
inventories.
Contact Elizabeth on 01603 280289 other
07554 440101
elizabeth@liberatorservices.co.uk

Letting Agents

Let Us Let You ®

Fully Managed or Non Managed
(Find A Tenant) Service
Adapted To Suit You & Providing Excellent
Quality of Service to Landlords & Tenants
Covering North Suffolk & South Norfolk
info@letusletyou.co.uk or 01502 573177
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Independent Letting Agent
based in Oulton Broad,
Lowestoft. Known to offer a
high level of service. Good
commission rates for ELA
members. 36 Bridge Road
NR32 3LR 01502 589280
Director Rebecca Clement
www.castlehomeslettings.co.uk
info@castlehomeslettings.co.uk

Bart Lettings, Property Management & Letting
Agent. Covering Norfolk, offering a wide range
of Services at competitive rates, no VAT. So give
us a look. www.bartlettings.co.uk or phone

Gary on 01603 278023 or 07552733833

LETTING AGENT HONORATA
ARTEMOR LTD
153 Nelson Road Central,
Great Yarmouth NR30 2HZ
Telephone: (01493) 719883
Email honorata.agent@gmail.com

Orchard K Lettings

Independent Lettings Agent
Covering Norwich, South Norfolk & Breckland
Small portfolio = more time for your property
No VAT. Open 7 days 9am – 8pm
Tel: 01953 799188
www.orchardklettings.com

Property Maintenance

Hard Surface Repairs

Norfolk and Suffolk Property Maintenance
Services: painting and decorating, tiling, carpentry,
fencing, general repairs, end of tenancy cleans and
tidying of gardens. Works carried out to a high
standard with exceptional value for money. For a
free quote/ advice phone Phil on 07597 053291

SURFACE REPAIR SOLUTIONS
We restore most surfaces that have been
chipped, cracked or scratched including
worktops, flooring, ceramics, baths and basins.
Call Stephen 07881 922217
or email info@surfacerepairsolutions.co.uk

Gutter Clearing

GutterPRO - Gutters Cleared throughout Norfolk
Protect your property from damp and mould problems caused by blocked gutters.
We do a camera survey before we start the job to
make sure it needs doing. If gutters are clear no
charge!
Call: 01603 851507 or Text: 07465 205113 for an
instant quote. Mention ELA for a 10% discount!
www.gutterpro.co.uk

Moving In

Award winning independent family business
specialising in residential Property Management
and Lettings covering all of East Anglia.
Directors Gary and Nikki Jones have over 40
years experience between them in the property
market and are supported by a fully qualified
team.

Tel: 01508 493330
Email: lettings@movinginnorfolk.co.uk
Website: www.movinginnorfolk.co.uk
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